FALL | Air
Weather: Follow That Cloud!
Summary:
As your tiny gardener grows, we can help him or her develop a visual vocabulary (by looking at high contrast images) and increase
word vocabulary (by telling stories and narrating experiences together).

Before Visiting the Garden:
Gather: : Cotton balls or batting (can be found at a craft/fabric store), an ice cube, and watering can
Explore: “Head in the Clouds” by Georgia O’Keeffe. Imagine you are in this painting, can you pretend to hop from cloud to cloud?
Read: It Looked Like Spilt Milk by Charles Shaw

In the Garden:
Clouds help us predict the weather, an important task for gardeners, but they also help us exercise an important muscle for
growing brains—the imagination muscle!

Questions to Explore:
• Do you see any clouds today? Can you point to them?
• What color are the clouds? What color is the sky?Are there different forms of water in your house? (Ice cubes, steam from a
hot pot, water to drink)
• Can you name any shapes that you see in the sky?
• Are there any cloud shadows in your garden? If you get underneath the cloud, are you in shadow?

Activity:
After exploring the sky, spend a little time with your cotton batting as a stand-in for clouds.
1. Talk about how clouds can sometimes bring rain and sprinkle a little water from your watering can through the cotton onto
you gardener’s hand.
2. Clouds can also bring hail and snow so have your gardener touch an ice cube through the cotton.
3. Sit together; preferably in the shadow of a cloud, and using the book It Looked Like Spilt Milk as a prompt, create some stories
together about the clouds you see.

Beyond the Garden | Sensory Cloud Art:
A can of shaving cream and a clean surface can equate to endless sensory fun. Simply squirt shaving cream onto a clean surface
(or inside the bathtub for easy cleanup) and allow your gardener to create cloud patterns using their fingers or toys with wheels,
a fork, cooking cutters—your imagination is the limit. Be sure to monitor mouths, though, as some little people will be tempted to
eat their clouds!

Continue Exploring | Supporting Materials
Learn about different types of clouds: http://www.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/evscps.sci.life.clouds/clouds-and-weather/
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